
 

 

Recommendable hotels within or near Nuremberg’s Old City 
 

 

Allegedly this is the spot in the vaults of the medieval jail where delinquents received their last meal. 

To avoid similar conditions during a stay in Nuremberg, it could be wise to heed the following tips. 

(Graphics: rijo based on a Wikimedia Commons photo by Jan Eric Loebe) 

 

Online booking might be a thing technically convenient to do but tiny clips from city maps 

and self-advertisements regularly are not intended to inform a potential guest that “5 min from 

the center” means for Olympic athletes and “in a vivacious, youthful neighborhood” equals a 

four lane street edged with nightclubs right beneath the rooms’ windows and noisy outdoor 

events every week. Not even the official pricing necessarily is a criteria for the decision where 

to check in because most of the privately owned places are flexible about their fees when it 

comes to a talk on the phone - another argument against the global hotel chains if one is not 

addicted to the interchangeable design of the furniture, locker-like smell of the conditioned air 

and uniform taste of the breakfast rolls. 

Nuremberg’s entire Old City with all its tourist sites is a pedestrian zone which due to its 

modest size easily can be explored by feet or public transport. For this reason it is a smart 

move to have a hotel in the heart of town where one is well connected by subway (under-

ground) to any other destination within the city limits and beyond, too. 

The following list is the result of years of testing by people whose judgment we trust blindly: 

Friends and acquaintances from all over the world who visited us over here. If you like to, become 

a member of this group of critical globetrotters by checking out these hotels and give us your 

feedback after having been there. Our part of the deal is to update the chart, also with new rec-

ommendations, and to keep an eye on their development as your local honorary travel agents. 

Have a real good time in Nuremberg! 

rijo 
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List of hotels 
 

Hotel Agneshof 
Agnesgasse 10 

90403 Nürnberg 

Phone: +49 (0)911  21 44 40 

Fax: +49 (0)911  21 44 41 44 

Email: agneshof-nuernberg[at]sorat-hotels.com 

http://www.agneshof-nuernberg.de/ 

The most expensive place on the list but 

also the one with the highest standard. 

Rooms to the quiet courtyard are preferable 

to the street side. Located right beneath the 

imperial castle. 

Hotel Victoria Nürnberg 

Königstraße 80 

90402 Nürnberg 

Phone: +49 (0)911  24 05-0 

Email: mail[at]hotelvictoria.de 

http://www.hotelvictoria.de/ 

A traditional upper-class hotel near to the 

central railway station in the pedestrian 

zone. Booking rooms facing Klarissenplatz 

is preferable to the front, because König-

straße may become noisy at times. 

Burghotel Stammhaus 
Schildgasse 14 - 16 

90403 Nürnberg 

Phone: +49 (0)911 / 20 30 40 

Fax: +49 (0)911 / 22 65 03 

Email: nuernberg[at]burghotel-stamm.de 

Internet: http://www.burghotel-stamm.de 

The smallest place on the list, comparable 

to Hotel Burgschmiet (see below) but 

within the old city in a quiet neighborhood 

to the northeast. 

Hotel-Restaurant Steichele 
Knorrstraße 2 - 8 

90402 Nürnberg 

Phone: +49 (0)911 20 22 8-0 

Fax: +49 (0)911 22 19 14 

Email: info[at]steichele.de 

http://www.steichele.de/ 

A traditional family run hotel combined 

with a nice restaurant and wine tavern in the 

southwestern part of the old town. 

Hotel Burgschmiet GmbH Garni 
Burgschmietstraße 8 

90419 Nürnberg 

Phone: +49 (0)911 / 93 33 60 

Fax: +49 (0)911 / 93 33 620 

Email: info[at]hotel-burgschmiet.de 

Internet: http://www.hotel-burgschmiet.de 

Outside the city wall, but in immediate vi-

cinity to the castle and scenic Tiergärtner-

torplatz with the Albrecht Dürer House. 

The service / price ratio is fair. 
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